•
2 The primary disadvantage of these methods is that they are not in accord with the human subjective vision mechanism and cannot intelligently acquire required parameters. Thus, processing results are not very accurate or reliable. We propose a gradation processing algorithm of a digital radiologic chest image, which can overcome these shortcomings.
Our algorithm is based on region growing segmentation technology, ie, separating the thoracic frontal image into several regions including background, lung, mediastinal, vertebral column, and remaining thoracic regions. First, we sampled the original image (Fig 1) , which is 2,500 X 3,000 size, and obtained the lOa X 120 sampled image shown in Fig 2A; this method can greatly improve image processing speed and avoid the general disadvantage of region growing methods, ie, computing too slowly. Second, we calculated pixel grads and according to the grads threshold divide all pixels into two types of points including region center points and region edge points. As shown in Fig 2B, regions having similar average gray value were then merged (Fig 2C) . Further extending the seed regions to annex region edge points resulted in the image shown in Fig 3A. At this point the selfadapted segmentation procedure is finished. Third, using prior knowledge of the thoracic frontal image, we merged all regions until only three regions existed: background, lung, and remaining thoracic region (Fig 3B) . Then according to relative position and size between lung, mediastinal, and vertebral column, we further obtained all regions of interest (Fig 3C) . Segmentation is complete. Finally, we performed nonlinear contrast enhancement separately to the regions of interest using an S-shaped curve based on their own gray distribution range, ie, got the gray look-up table. We used the common sigmod function in the neural network to express the S-shaped curve. Thus, in proper 
